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Consistency [656, 1166, 1426, 2841].
consistent [1694, 2699, 2835]. consolidated [1228, 2626]. Consolidation [2252, 2337, 2381]. constant [2343].
constrained [225, 264, 316, 757, 1524, 1624, 1813, 2226, 2230, 2450, 2460, 2463, 2568, 2575, 2624].
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Constraint-based [1657]. constraints [73, 258, 289, 369, 561, 592, 703, 1369, 1384, 1425, 1572, 1860, 2072, 2138, 2711, 2768, 2863].
Constructing [585, 1752, 2586, 2659].
consumers [933]. consumption [712, 738, 830, 1206, 1244, 1367, 1384, 1388, 1420, 1453, 1750, 2370, 2371, 2664, 2923].
contact [605, 1201, 2047]. contact-based [2047]. Containing [1372]. containment [963, 2345].
Content-Delivery [1753, 2192].
content-dependent [1903].
content-oriented [1444]. content-sharing [951]. content/service [1363].
content/service-oriented [1363].
Contention [599, 624, 895, 942, 1129, 1205, 1637, 1675, 2079]. Contention-based [942].
ContentPlace [47]. Context [92, 208, 360, 716, 912, 1075, 1116, 1318, 1364, 1482, 1616, 1688, 2012, 2092, 2140, 2145, 2207, 2309, 2355, 2373, 2476, 2529, 2727, 2881].
Context-aware [92, 360, 716, 1318, 1364, 2092, 2140, 2145, 2309, 2355, 2476, 2727, 2881].
contract-based [1719]. contracting [627]. contribution [1614, 2472, 2736].


dual-factor [2957]. Dual-port [683]. dual-reinforcement-learning [1601].

duplex [948, 2344, 2904]. duplicates [2160].

durable [1539]. duration [1201, 2584].

during [1521].

duty [289, 895, 1050, 1282, 1810, 2436, 2447, 2525].

duty-cycled [289, 2447, 2525].
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dynamic-alternate [721].
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e-assessment [2910]. e-health [2881, 2940].

e-healthcare [2738]. E2E [726].


EasyGo [2603]. EC2 [1735]. ECC [2102, 2328].

ECDS [1841]. ECN [39, 421, 1975].
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intelligence [658, 2048, 2387].
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[1251, 2761, 2783]. Localizing [1100]. Location
[126, 139, 240, 294, 450, 519, 608, 716, 741, 877, 1017, 1256, 1296, 1446, 1510, 1594, 1713, 1719, 1758, 1778, 1875, 1915, 2078, 2240, 2253, 2292, 2395, 2400, 2454, 2516, 2535, 2614, 2643, 2661, 2694, 2703, 2854, 2960]. Location-aware [1713]. Location-based
[716, 741, 1017, 1719, 1915]. Location-dependent [1594, 2395]. Location-free [126, 1256, 1296]. location-sensitive [2400]. locator
[282, 320, 321, 881, 974, 1136, 2409]. Locator/ID
[320, 881]. Locator/Identifier
[2409]. LO/DMA
[1535]. log
[1626]. logging
[1606]. logic
[1421, 2510, 2605]. Logical
[2320]. long
[459, 553, 749, 872, 1039, 1071, 1206, 1608, 1811, 2167]. Loop
[100, 631, 1777, 1835, 2074]. Loop-free [100, 1777]. loosely [156]. LoRa/WAN [2717]. LON/NLOS [2175]. loss
[10, 107, 129, 580, 915, 1342, 1674, 2142, 2528, 2571, 2860]. loss-event [10]. losses
[2007]. Lossy
[425, 1301, 1561, 2272, 2335, 2860]. love
[2012]. Low
[2016, 2457]. Lower-than-Best-Effort
[2016]. LPM [2538]. LPWANs [2225]. LRU [2259, 2435]. LSTM [2779]. LTE
[359, 682, 932, 1061, 1080, 1095, 1127, 1287, 1320, 1333, 1336, 1350, 1384, 1397, 1416, 1417, 1420, 1421, 1484, 1505, 1593, 1664, 1710, 1750, 1757, 1772, 1826, 1931, 1963, 2029, 2059, 2066, 2079, 2119, 2165, 2216, 2274, 2303, 2324, 2346, 2369, 2394, 2452, 2523, 2536, 2543, 2545, 2562, 2578, 2641, 2654, 2658, 2728, 2744, 2747, 2854]. LTE-A
[2578]. Lyapunov [1478].

[1350, 2293, 2367, 2562, 2831]. MAC
[1017, 1462, 1899, 2059, 2518, 2916]. macro/femtocell [1017, 2518]. macroscopic
mobile-edge
mobile-sink [2858].


moderating [2115]. Modern [798, 1609].

modes [709, 1021, 1047, 1459]. Modified [2336]. modulation [380, 1475, 1906].

module [658, 862, 2294]. MoHoP [2693].

moisture [2767]. Molecular [353, 1805].

monitor [613, 1780, 1791]. Monitoring [76, 121, 177, 271, 335, 344, 350, 426, 959, 1076, 1100, 1111, 1202, 1214, 1227, 1284, 1308, 1359, 1504, 1588, 1680, 1835, 1849, 1891, 1934–1936, 1942, 2181, 2237, 2354, 2372, 2408, 2473, 2520, 2602, 2646, 2673, 2687, 2756, 2777, 2780, 2852].


movement [1180, 1681, 2967]. MPLS [338, 756]. MPLS-TP [756].

MPLS-TP/PWE3 [756]. MPTCP [1657, 2860]. MQTT [2745]. MRC [2755].

MAID [2811]. MSDG [2582]. MSP [2516]. MU [1675].


multi-access [264].

multi-access/multi-service [264].

multi-agent [1846]. multi-antenna [2446].


Streams [1567, 1641, 2101, 2341, 2719, 2733, 2762].

Strength [1643]. Strengthening [1604].

Stress [1765]. Stress-centrality [1765].

Stretch [2343]. Strip [2603, 2843].

Strip-based [2843]. Stroke [2789].


Structure-Based [1439]. Structured [150, 156, 272, 880, 1786].

Structures [2301, 2426, 2586].

Struggling [1343].

Studies [1516, 1552].


Studying [1138].

Sub [186, 223]. Sub-Packet [223].

Sub-second [186].

Subcarrier [1209, 1667, 2918].

Subcarrier-slot [1667].

Subchannel [254, 513, 1068].

Subjective [1516, 1744].

SublambdA [1291]. S ubscribe [134, 674, 741, 883, 908, 1078, 1549, 1767, 2304, 2373].

Subscription [1116]. Subsidy [2461].

Substrate [325, 1724, 2062].

Substructures [2757].

Successful [2682].

Successive [460, 2423, 2831].

Suitability [1054].

Suitable [584, 1897].

Sum [1375].

Summaries [2097]. Supervised [427, 2864].

Supervisor [2889]. Supplier [2207].

Supplies [484].

Support [58, 88, 130, 249, 376, 557, 656, 694, 751, 1208, 1298, 1544, 1594, 1685, 1692, 1756, 1770, 1778, 2048, 2391, 2521, 2577, 2846].

Supported [390, 987, 2780, 2951].

Supporting [550, 799, 887, 1254, 1741, 2278, 2715, 2868].

Suppression [2621].

Surface [979, 1541].

Surveillance [35, 250, 1258, 2141, 2361, 2448, 2530, 2925].


Survivability [97, 1797, 2308, 2311].

Survivable [96, 1122, 2420, 2614]. survival [2184]. survive [2496]. SURVIVOR [2810].

Suspicious [2006].

Sustainability [1220, 1792]. sustainable [413, 1650, 1889, 2407].

SUT [465]. SUTIL [162].

SVC [505, 2655]. SVC-based [2655].

SVDR [2604]. SVM [2922].

SVPS [2508].

Swapping [2516].

Swarm [204, 672, 725, 1143, 1819, 2574, 2826, 2854, 2910, 2943, 2964].

Swarming [1131, 1321, 2771].

Swarms [339, 1628].

SWIPT [2494].

SWISH [367].

Switch [186, 343, 772, 1578, 1660, 1787, 1902, 1925, 2266, 2288, 2848, 2880, 2933].

Switch-based [772].

Switch-off [2880].

Switch-over [186].

Switched [32, 634, 1453].

Switches [754, 1642, 2477].

Switching [165, 203, 746, 1144, 1238, 1329, 1438, 1462, 1543, 1909, 2626].

Switching-off [1462].

Sybil [717, 1761]. symbol [447, 1992].

Symbolic [1025].

Synchronization [466, 739, 917, 1271, 1424, 1794, 1913, 2178, 2284, 2294, 2366].

Synchronous [2792].

SYNFLOOD [1679]. syntactic [661].

1619, 1634, 1644, 1680, 1791, 1835, 1842, 1846, 2020, 2024, 2189, 2250, 2305, 2358, 2408, 2432, 2456, 2478, 2486, 2508, 2511, 2530, 2532, 2601, 2605, 2618, 2622, 2632, 2635, 2645, 2681, 2684, 2734, 2748, 2753, 2780, 2789, 2809, 2830, 2865, 2917, 2949. Systematic
[311, 1083, 2524, 2623, 2710, 2746].
systems [83, 141, 154, 462, 866, 885, 931, 941, 982, 1426, 1438, 1484, 1543, 1588, 1861, 2059, 2124, 2125, 2454, 2512, 2619, 2771, 2928, 2930].
table [297, 1206, 1678, 1695, 2171, 2197, 2247, 2477].
Tables [632, 1752, 1919]. Tabu [1475].
Taxonomy [71, 1136, 1717, 1785, 2379].
TCAM [748, 2134, 2153, 2248].
technical [538, 1619, 2142].
technical-skill [1619].
technique [489, 633, 766, 953, 1053, 1111, 1238, 1544, 1851, 1992, 2378, 2673, 2756, 2795, 2864, 2870, 2871, 2960].
Techniques [32, 200, 496, 573, 907, 1025, 1117, 1230, 1598, 1626, 1684, 1869, 1967, 2036, 2154, 2406].
Techno [196]. Techno-economic [196].
technological [1723]. technologies [7, 84, 362, 1188, 1312, 1591, 1834, 1916, 2359, 2383, 2387, 2629, 2706, 2817, 2941].
technology [286, 471, 511, 1627, 2648].
technostress [2115].
TEFIS [1191].
telecom [1701]. telecommunications [1722].
telecoms [700].
teleconference [1618].
telephony [11, 12].
temperature [1842].
Temporal [345, 1588, 1974, 1987, 2046, 2070, 2336, 2490, 2624, 2660, 2932].
temporal-difference [2932].
temporal-spectrum [345].
tenant [1268, 1851, 2120, 2469, 2812].
term [313, 1481, 1545, 1770].
terminal [577, 599, 767, 1094].
terminals [866].
termination [161, 2299].
Terrestrial [559].
tessellations [911].
test [1058, 1107, 1191, 1676].
Testbed [458, 742, 1042, 1110, 1152, 1154–1156, 1160, 1164, 1165, 1190, 1195, 1197, 1467, 2163, 2747].
testbeds [1151, 1159, 1182, 1186, 1188, 1192, 1194, 2449].
Testing [85, 471, 475, 1025, 1286, 1570, 1619, 1693].
Tethering [1505].
text [155].
TGBA [2726].
Thank [1413, 1746].
Thanks [2352, 2472].
their [339, 402, 1261, 1893, 2588, 2953].
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